Abstract. We present an overview and statistical analysis of the data included in WEBDA. This database includes valuable information such as coordinates, rectangular positions, proper motions, photometric as well as spectroscopic data, radial and rotational velocities for objects of open clusters in our Milky Way. It also contains miscellaneous types of data like membership probabilities, orbital elements of spectroscopic binaries and periods of variability for different kinds of variable stars. Our final goal is to derive astrophysical parameters (reddening, distance and age) of open clusters based on the major photometric system which will be presented in a follow-up paper. For this purpose we have chosen the Johnson U BV , Cousins V RI and Strömgren uvbyβ photometric systems for a statistical analysis of published data sets included in WEBDA. Our final list contains photographic, photoelectric and CCD data for 469820 objects in 573 open clusters. We have checked the internal (data sets within one photometric system and the same detector technique) and external (different detector technique) accuracy and conclude that more than 97 % of all investigated data exhibit a sufficient accuracy for our analysis. The way of weighting and averaging the data is described. In addition, we have compiled a list of deviating measurements which is available to the community through WEBDA.
Introduction
The study of open clusters is very important in several respects. It allow one to estimate different important astrophysical parameters within individual clusters as well as the study of the wider solar neighbourhood concerning its structure.
For this purpose it is essential to have a homogeneous set of photometric and additional (e.g. membership probability, proper motion) data for a statisticaly significant number of open clusters.
One of the most compelling databases in this respect is the WEBDA interface which has been developed at the Institute for Astronomy at the University of Lausanne, Switzerland. It offers astrometric data in the form of coordinates, rectangular positions, and some proper motions, photometric data in the major systems in which star clusters have been observed (e.g. Johnson-Cousins U BV RI, Strömgren uvbyβ and Geneva 7-color), spectroscopic data, like spectral classification, radial velocities, rotational velocities. It also contains miscellaneous types of data like membership probabilities, orbital elements of Correspondence to: Jean-Claude.Mermilliod@obs.unige.ch spectroscopic binaries and periods of variability for different kinds of variable stars. Finally a whole set of bibliographic references allows the community to locate the relevant publications for each individual cluster easily.
In this first paper we present the compilation of 573 open clusters for which photometric measurements are available within WEBDA. The statistical methods used to derived weighted means are described. Lists with objects showing deviating photometric measurements within one system and/or different observing techniques (photographic, photoelectric and CCD) were generated. We discuss the internal and external measurement accuracies based on a statistically significant sample of independent sources from the literature.
Our final goal of paper II will be the determination of the ages, distances and reddening for the presented open clusters using the newest isochrones. This analysis will include the Johnson-Cousins U BV RI and Strömgren uvbyβ photometric systems and should supersede the work of Janes & Adler (1982) who presented a compilation of 434 open cluster of our Milky Way for which they summarized the reddening, ages and distances from 610 references in order to analyse the galactic structure. Their compilation was highly nonuniform since they made no attempt to redetermine the appropriate astrophysical parameters.
Description of the database
WEBDA (accessible via http://obswww.unige.ch/webda/) and its predecessor BDA has been developed since 1987
at the Institute for Astronomy, University of Lausanne, Switzerland by JCM. The progress of its development was described by Mermilliod (1988 Mermilliod ( , 1992 Mermilliod ( , 1995 . We will give here a brief overview of its current status and content. The database tries to collect all published data for stars in open clusters that may be useful either to determine the star membership, or to study the stellar content and properties of the clusters.
It is divided into three levels: 1) database; 2) cluster and 3) star level.
The database contents includes measurements in most photometric systems in which cluster stars have been observed, spectroscopic observations, astrometric data, various kinds of useful information, and extensive bibliography. It is possible to perform selection of clusters based on the amount of available data. The data are usually recorded in their original form, with an indication of the source, but also as averaged values or selected data when relevant.
The greatest effort has been spent in solving the identification problems raised by the definition of so many different numbering systems and a special interface has been developed to query the cross-reference tables.
Maps for more than 200 clusters have been scanned and included in the database. They are active maps and permit to retrieve basic data (e.g. positions, cross identifications and Johnson U BV values) simply by clicking on the star images.
The database structure uses the directory hierarchy supported by the Unix system. The main directory is the database itself. It contains several sub-directories: description of the database, help information, references, bibliography, programs and perl scripts. Each cluster defines an independent directory identified by its name and containing the available data in distinct files, one for each data type. This structure allows easy inclusion of any new cluster and any additional data type.
Whenever possible, the records of the various data files have the same structure: star identification, source, data. The files are organised sequentially and, within the files, the entries are sorted by star number and source reference.
The star identification is the main key to access the data, but it is also possible to use filters based on the bibliographic references or astrophysical parameters.
The database engine WEBDA is a relational database built upon the package "/rdb" developed by Manis et al. (1988) which is a high performance relational database management and application development system designed for Unix environments.
Samples of clusters can be obtained by performing a selection on the clusters parameters, i.e. coordinates, distances, ages, diameters. The form prepared permits to do the selection on all parameters simultaneously. Clusters may also be selected on active plots, drawing the clusters in right ascension versus declination plane, galactic longitude versus latitude, distance from the Sun or above the galactic plane.
The database is in a dynamic growing process as new data are published and included. 
Analysis and compilation of the data
The final goal of this extensive statistical analysis is not only to investigate the consistency of the published data but more importantly to derive ages, reddening values and distances for a large number of open clusters. It is therefore necessary to select photometric systems for which enough data and appropriate isochrones are available. Table 1 lists the numbers for the most common photometric systems included in WEBDA. From a close inspection we have chosen the following photometric systems for our analysis:
-Johnson U BV ; photographic, photoelectric and CCD measurements -Cousins V I; CCD -Cousins V RI; photoelectric and CCD -Strömgren uvbyβ; photoelectric and CCD -RGU ; photographic, for comparison
We have not included the Johnson V I systems because there are usually only a few measurements for the brightest objects within one cluster making an isochrone fitting impossible. The Geneva 7-color system is outstanding compared to the other photometric systems. For most of the open clusters, only the brightest members are investigated whereas for a few ones also the faintest members were observed. Furthermore, WEBDA already includes the mean values for all these objects, so no improvement can be done within our analysis. We have used the data of the Geneva 7-color system for several open clusters in order to check the results from the other photometric systems.
The list with available photometric data in the mentioned above systems contains 573 open clusters (listed in Table 2 ) with a total of 469820 objects.
The data analysis of the relevant photometric systems includes several different steps in order to perform a careful check of the homogeneity of the individual sources. Much effort was already spent to improve the homogeneity of WEBDA by investigating the published data, finding charts and listed coordinates (Mermilliod 1988 (Mermilliod , 1992 (Mermilliod , 1995 . This process is very time consuming and not straightforward. During the first stages of our new analysis we have already found some wrongly identified objects and misprints in the literature. These errors have already been fixed in WEBDA. But we have to emphasize that these are only the "eye hitting" divergences, still there are many unsolved cases (see the lists mentioned above) which have to be investigated in the future.
As the first step of our analysis we have checked the intrinsic consistency of different sources for one photometric system (e.g. photographic Johnson U BV data) of all individual open clusters. In general, we have used the following (very conventional) limits for a measurement being "oustanding" if the difference of the data are larger than:
-0.5 mag: U BV photographic; RGU -0.2 mag: U BV , V RIc, photoelectric and CCD; uvby, photoelectric -0.1 mag: uvby, CCD; β photoelectric and CCD The compiled list includes 4467 entries (2914 from photographic measurements). Excluding these objects, we have searched for intrinsic correlations for data sets which have more than five objects in common using a simple linear correlation algorithm. We only find twelve statistically significant deviating cases for ten open clusters. These deviating cases are listed in Table 3 . Paunzen & Maitzen (2002) reported one deviating case for NGC 6451 for which they were able to show that the photometry by Piatti et al. (1998) has an unidentified error and was therefore excluded from our analysis.
As a next step we have used the averaged mean values of different photometric systems (e.g. U BV photographic and photoelectric) to search for "external" discrepancies between measurements for the individual clusters. Again, a list of outstanding objects was created with the limits given as:
This list has 7061 entries. Table 4 shows the deviating data sets from this external check. Figure 1 shows three examples for the Johnson U BV system graphically.
Since it is well known that photographic measurements have in general larger errors we have used averages of photoelectric and CCD data only. If such data are not available, photographic ones were used. The final averaged weighted values were calculated following the approach described in Mermilliod & Mermilliod (1994) which is a two step iterative procedure. The first step consists of a weighted mean, the weight being the number of measurements to the 2/3 power. The next step uses the differences between the weighted mean and the individual values to compute new weighted mean values. This procedure gives a lower weight to discrepant values.
We also find a few cases (e.g. for NGC 6705) for which data sets show a trend within different photometric systems, e.g.
There is no straightforward solution for these data sets. However, we have excluded those data from our final analysis.
The complete tables with the available weighted mean values will be available at WEBDA only or upon request from the authors.
Discussion
For the analysis of the overall accuracies of the available data sets, we have used Gaussian distributions (Christensen 1996) to fit the histograms of all mean values Choi et al. (1999) Stetson ( 
U -B (peo) -U -B (CCD)
U -B (peo) Fig. 1 . Three examples for deviating measurements from different observing techniques as listed in Table 4. for the different data. The calculated histograms were normalized to the overall percentage of the sum. The results for the Johnson U BV and Strömgren uvbyβ photometric systems are summarized in Figs 2 to 4. These figures include the most important fit parameters such as the mean value, width, R 2 , χ 2 as well as the the number of data sets and objects. The corresponding histograms in the other Percentage of all (V) Fig. 3 . Histograms of the internal accuracy of the Strömgren uvbyβ photometric system. The upper four panels show the results for photoelectric uvby, the fifth CCD uvby and the last panel all β measurements; listed are the most important parameters of the fitted Gaussian distributions together with the number of data sets and objects (N 1 /N 2 ). photometric systems are not plotted since there are too few data points to compare which makes a statistically sound analysis impossible. The way of calibrating observed magnitudes is either to simultaneously measure "well established" standard stars or to use already known standard transformations for the individual telescope and filter set. Both approaches are certainly not straightforward. Sung & Bessell (2000) summarize and discuss the problems concerning the variations of atmospheric extinction coefficients, transformation equations, different filter systems, CCDs as well as the difference between two sets of standard stars (SAAO and Landolt). They also include a compelling list of references concerning this special topic.
It is out of the scope of this statistical analysis to reproduce the used transformation technique of the individual references. We have to rely on the published data. The only possible check is to search for misidentified objects or typos. Otherwise undetected variability of any kind could also lead to several divergent observations, again a fact which we are not able to prove.
We will now discuss the internal and the external accuracy separately.
The internal accuracy
The most important check for the reliability of published data is the comparison with other independent measurements within the same photometric system and the same technique. Figure 2 shows the histograms (bin size is 0.02 mag) for the Johnson U BV system. We have separated the photographic, photoelectric and CCD measurements.
The histograms are based on a statistically significant number of individual data sets and objects. The only exception is CCD measurements for U − B. This is probably caused by the insensitivity of the modern CCD detectors in the ultraviolet region which makes the observations in the standard U band almost impossible. From Fig. 2 we are able to conclude: -The bandwidth of the Gaussian distributions for the photographic measurements is twice (≈0.09 mag) as large as the corresponding ones from the other two sources -The only exception is the CCD V data which might be due to the relative faintness and thus the larger observational error reach with this technique -All mean values of the fitted distributions are close to zero
The corresponding histograms for the Strömgren uvbyβ photometric system have a bin size of 0.01 mag and are shown in Fig 3. The widths of the fitted distributions are all between 0.01 and 0.03 mag which shows the high quality of the published data.
In total, 4467 deviating measurements were found (Sect. 3) within 4056 different data sets and 266779 objects. This corresponds to 1.7 % which is an extremely low percentage. If we exclude the outlyers from photographic measurements, this percentage even lowers to 0.6 %.
The external accuracy
After having shown that the accuracies within the individual photometric systems are very good. We then investigated the errors for different measurement techniques and thus mainly different quantum efficiencies characteristics of detectors. Figure 4 shows the result for the Johnson U BV photometric system (bin size is 0.02 mag). The results for the other systems are similar. We have summarized the data for V , B − V and U − B, otherwise we would run into poor number statistics. However, it shows that the dis- The bandwidth of the Gaussian distributions for comparison of the photoelectric data sets (upper and lower panel) is about 0.05 mag whereas the comparison of the CCD versus photographic measurements results in an almost three times higher value (0.12 mag). This reflects the most different quantum efficiency characteristics of these detectors whereas the photoelectric one is in between. In addition, the larger scatter may be due to the faintness of the photographically observed objects. Usually, the photoelectric data magnitude limit is brighter than that of the photographic one. We conclude that the photoelectric measurements are still the most valuable to connect the photographic to the CCD ones.
This analysis is based on 1960 data sets with 292770 measurements. Again, the number of deviating data points is surprisingly low (7061 or 2.4 %). This shows the high capability of WEBDA to analyse the astrophysical properties of open clusters in the Milky Way.
Conclusions and outlook
The enormous amount of photometric data within WEBDA was analysed in order to check for the internal and external accuracies of published data for open clusters. This analysis is based on photographic, photoelectric and CCD measurements for five different photometric systems which includes 573 open clusters and 469820 objects. The way of weighting and averaging the data is described.
We have investigated 4056 data sets which have more than five objects in common and concluded that the internal accuracies are very good. The accuracy is best for the Strömgren uvbyβ system and drops significantly towards photographic Johnson U BV data. Less than 2 % of deviating measurements were found and tabulated.
A surprisingly good agreement between photoelectric and photographic as well as CCD data was found. The higher error for CCD versus photographic data reflects the differences of the individual quantum efficiency curves of these systems. Nevertheless, the amount and homogenity of data will allow us to derive astrophysical parameters such as the ages, distances and reddenings for the 573 open clusters investigated. This will be done in a second paper which includes isochrone fitting and the discussion of different statistical issues concerning the structure of our Milky Way.
